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Collaborate to Succeed: 
Implementing New Reference 
Services with SPLAT
http://www.flickr.com/photos/splatidaho/
• Futures conference (2005)
• Relevance
• Think Tanks
• SPLAT inception
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Acting in the crow's nest capacity to:
• search for innovation
• propose experiments
• lead pilot projects
• discover new opportunities
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Who makes SPLAT? 
• Leaders everywhere
• A passion for libraries
• Flexibility: ideas & implementation
• “many mistakes quickly”
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SPLAT MEMBERS:
• Build
• Share
• Use 
• Work
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How does SPLAT work?
• Think dangerously
• Experiment
• Come together to vet ideas
• Implement
• Teach
• “many mistakes quickly”
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Changing policies
New reference services
Personal learning
Tools to increase workflow
Feeling confident
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Make Your Own
Consider the scope and region
Start grassroots and push up
Use DIY mentality 
Find like minded individuals
Be a leader
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Unique in scale 
and breadth
Action based
Collaboration
Engages users at 
all levels
Encourages 
experimentation
Failure is 
welcome
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